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Abstract: To furnish the network with small cells, it is vital to consider parameters like cell size,
interference in the network, and deployment strategies to maximize the network’s performance
gains expected from small cells. With a small cell network, it is critical to analyze the impact of
the uplink power control parameters on the network’s performance. In particular, the maximum
transmit power (Pmax ) for user equipment (UE) needs to be revisited for small cells, since it is a major
contributor towards interference. In this work, the network performance was evaluated for different
Pmax values for the small cell uplink. Various deployment scenarios for furnishing the existing macro
layer in LTE networks with small cells were considered. The Pmax limit for a small cell uplink was
evaluated for both homogenous small cell and heterogeneous networks (HetNet). The numerical
results showed that it would be appropriate to adopt Pmax = 18 dBm in uniformly distributed small
cells rather than Pmax = 23 dBm, as in macro environments. The choice of Pmax = 18 dBm was further
validated for three HetNet deployment scenarios. A decrease of 0.52 dBm and an increase of 0.03 dBm
and 3.29 dBm in the proposed Pmax = 18 dBm were observed for the three HetNet deployments,
respectively. Furthermore, we propose that the fractional power control mode can be employed
instead of the full compensation mode in small cell uplinks.
Keywords: small cell; maximum transmit power; UE; open-loop power control; interference

1. Introduction
Mobile broadband traffic has exponentially increased with the advent of modern smart phones,
tablets, and communication devices, resulting in an ever-increasing data rate demand by end users.
This requires an increase in network capacity and available data rates, power efficient connectivity,
and decreased latency in the network. To increase capacity, network densification is necessary for
radio access networks [1]. By deploying additional network nodes per unit area, the distance between
the eNodeB and the user equipment (UE) can be minimized, which allows accommodating more UE
per unit area, resulting in a link–budget improvement [2]. While addressing the capacity demands in
areas with a high density of UE, such as urban and metropolitan areas (often referred to as hotspots),
it is vital to choose the appropriate deployment option as well as the right configuration regarding the
network’s parameters to ensure acceptable data rates, minimum interference generation, and improved
service quality for users. To configure network settings with newly furnished small cells, it is necessary
to analyze the impact of different parameters such as cell size, distance between UE and the serving
eNodeB, inter-site distance among neighboring cells, and the power control parameters particularly in
the uplink direction [3].
To ensure power efficient connectivity, mitigate interference, and improve service quality, the 3rd
generation partnership project (3GPP) standards introduced transmit power control (TPC) which
enables power control for both the downlink and uplink directions in long term evolution (LTE) [4].
A precise control mechanism for the UE uplink transmission power is emphasized to mitigate the
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adverse impact of the interference on the network performance. There are two methods for TPC in
the LTE uplink: open loop (OL) and closed loop (CL). The OP/TPC is the capability of the UE to set
its uplink transmit power to a specified value suitable for the receiver. The UE can set its output
power level by estimating the pathloss between the UE and the serving eNodeB based on the reference
symbol received power (RSRP) and the OL/TPC parameters specified in Equation (1). The CL/TPC
is the capability of the UE to adjust the uplink transmit power in accordance with the closed-loop
correction value, also known as TPC commands. The eNodeB transmits the TPC commands towards
the UE, based on the closed-loop signal-to-interference and noise ratio (SINR) target and measured
received SINR. In CL/TPC, the uplink receiver at the eNodeB estimates the SINR of the received
signal and compares it with the desired SINR target value. When the received SINR is below the
SINR target, a TPC command is transmitted to the UE to request an increase in the transmitter power.
Otherwise, the TPC command will request a decrease in transmitter power. The closed-loop power
control operates around an open-loop point of operation. The initial transmit power for the UE is set
using the open-loop power control. The initial power is further adjusted using a closed-loop correction
value via downlink signaling of TPC commands to the UE. In summary, OL/TPC determines the
initial power settings of the network while CL/TPC aims to correct errors in OL/TPC configurations.
The 3GPP specification defines the UE transmit power PTx (dBm) for the LTE uplink as [5]:
n
o
PTx = min Pmax , 10 log10 M + Po + α.PL + ∆mcs + f (i)
•
•
•
•
•
•

(1)

Pmax is the maximum allowable transmit power for the UE.
M is the number of physical resource blocks (PRBs). For simplicity, M is set to 1 in this paper.
Po is the cell/UE specific parameter. Po is assumed to be UE specific in this paper.
α is the pathloss compensation factor.
PL is the pathloss between the UE and serving eNodeB.
∆mcs and f (i) are the CL/TPC parameters defining the modulation and coding scheme and
closed-loop correction, respectively, as defined in the 3GPP standards. To focus our analysis on
the OL/TPC, ∆mcs and f (i) are assumed to be zero.

At this point, it is important to specify the role of the pathloss compensation factor α in terms of
the mode of TPC being used. The modes of TPC based on the α value are:
•
•
•

α = 0 implies “no power control” mode.
α > 0 designates the “fractional power control” mode. In practice, the values from 0.7 to 0.9
are adopted.
α = 1 indicates a “full compensation’ mode for the uplink pathloss.

To accomplish the task of network densification and optimize the network performance, it is
crucial to investigate the uplink power control mechanism for small cells, particularly the maximum
transmit power limit Pmax for the case of the small cell uplink. In general, the 3GPP standards define a
Pmax limit of 23 dBm regardless of cell size. However, in the case of small cells, the distance between
the eNodeB and UE is shorter, as compared to the macro cell, resulting in different transmit power
levels for UE in small cells. An increase in the transmit power improves the received signal strength,
and consequently, the received signal-to-interference ratio (SIR). However, in the case of small cells,
transmitting at a higher power might result in the degradation of the received SIR due to the significant
increase in the inter-cell interference [6]. Similarly, choosing a lower value of Pmax can decrease the
interference, but might affect the SIR performance as the received signal strength might go below the
receiver threshold in the case of choosing too low a value for Pmax . Also, it is important to consider
the deployment strategy to furnish the existing macro cell layer with small cells, as the choice of TPC
parameters is highly dependent on the location of small cells. This issue implies a need to carefully
reconsider the Pmax for small cell deployment.
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In general, the fractional power control (FPC) mode is adopted for macro cell deployment, which
ensures better service quality for the cell’s average users at the cost of a slight degradation in the cell edge
performance [7]. In References [8–10], the impact of α and Po on the transmit power was investigated in
detail; however, the consideration of variation in the Pmax limit was not considered. In Reference [11],
a resource allocation-based uplink transmission energy reduction scheme was presented; however, it is
limited only to a macro cell environment and considers the conventional 23 dBm limit for the Pmax .
Also, for a small cell deployment, no separate description is available in the literature regarding the
TPC mode. In Reference [12], the authors presented a detailed study on the downlink transmit power
and bandwidth allocation problem for a small cell eNodeB in HetNet deployment. By considering
the downlink scenario, the results indicated that for HetNet deployment, the energy efficiency for
small cell users as well as the overall system capacity can be improved by increasing the number
of small cells and the number of users per small cell. However, the analysis was limited only for
the downlink transmit power of the small cell eNodeB and the inter-cell interference analysis was
also left for future consideration. In our previous work [13], we proposed a full compensation mode
for small cells in homogenous as well as in heterogeneous network (HetNet) deployment scenarios
assuming the standard Pmax limit, i.e., 23 dBm. However, we can expect that, with a lower value
of Pmax , the situation might become different. To provide better insight regarding the impact of the
Pmax , it is essential to analyze its impact on small and macro cell performances and the TPC mode by
adopting OL/TPC. Furthermore, the deployment strategy for small cells in the existing macro layer
needs to be considered carefully, as the performance gains offered by small cells are highly dependent
on the location of small cells within a macro cell. To optimize the energy efficient resource allocation
problem in a HetNet environment, a novel subchannel and power allocation algorithm was presented
in Reference [14], by taking the user requirements and inter-cell interference into account. However,
the system model considered the heterogenous approach by the co-existence of a software-defined
visible light communication (VLC) and radio frequency (RF) small cell network rather than the
conventional macro/small cell case. In Reference [15], the authors presented a novel learning-based
resource allocation framework for optimizing the use of uplink–downlink decoupling, by operating
the small cell in a HetNet network in the LTE unsilenced band (LTE-U). By adopting such an approach,
a significant gain in terms of data rates and load balancing can be achieved, However, most existing
network deployments consider simple association mechanisms where the small cells operate in the
licensed band. Therefore, in this work, we considered the conventional association mechanism for the
small cells in the licensed band. Performance analysis of various small cell deployment scenarios was
presented in Reference [16,17]; however, the analysis was limited to downlink received SIR and system
capacity only, and no details regarding the uplink side were presented. An LTE UE power consumption
model was presented in Reference [18], suggesting that the uplink transmit power and the downlink
data rate greatly affect the UE power consumption. Therefore, to improve battery life of UE, it is critical
to study the impact of Pmax limit for the LTE uplink. A study carried out in Reference [19] concerning
the radio frequency electromagnetic field (RF-EMF) exposure from UEs in an LTE network indicated
that knowledge on the realistic power levels of UE is important for accurate assessment of RF-EMF
exposure, and UE transmit power should be kept lower in order to reduce the emissions. Keeping in
view the abovementioned issues, it is vital to investigate the Pmax limit for the LTE uplink specially in
the case of small cell networks, as future networks are heterogeneous in nature.
As discussed earlier, small cell deployment in an existing macro layer is a promising solution
to meet the capacity demands for future cellular networks, and the energy efficiency for such an
ultra-dense small cell network is a challenging issue. In particular, the maximum transmit power
limit Pmax for small cell UE needs to be optimized to minimize the battery power consumption and to
enable the efficient use of the available power while limiting the interference to neighboring small cells.
The main motivation for the work presented in this manuscript was to specify the upper bound for the
transmit power of the UE Pmax , not the actual transmit power, as the 3GPP specifications only define
Pmax = 23 dBm for the macro cell case and do not explicitly define the Pmax limit in the case of small cells.
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To the best of our knowledge, this consideration has not been taken into account until now, but it proves
to be vital while shifting toward small cells from the current macro cell deployment. Therefore, in this
paper, the network performance was evaluated in order to show the need for a different Pmax limit for
a small cell uplink compared to a macro cell uplink. The distinctive contributions and innovations of
this paper are summarized as follow:
1.

2.
3.
4.

Outlining four small cell deployment scenarios within the existing macro layer which were:
#
#
#
#

Homogenous small cell deployment;
HetNet deployment with uniformly distributed small cells;
HetNet deployment with small cells near macro cell eNodeB;
HetNet deployment with small cells near macro cell edge.

Derivation for interference, received SIR and spectral efficiency expressions for homogenous and
HetNet deployment scenarios for small cells.
Numerical computation of reduced Pmax limit for each scenario for the small cell uplink.
Ensuring similar interference levels as the macro cell deployment at Pmax = 23 dBm, with reduced
Pmax limit in each small cell deployment scenario, while achieving similar received SIR
performance as in the macro cell deployment.

The rest of the paper is organized in the following way: Section 2 presents the overview of the
small cell base station deployment topology and related work. Section 3 presents the network model
under consideration. Performance analysis for the proposed model is depicted in Section 4. Finally,
the conclusion of this work is presented.
2. Cell Topology and Related Work
Recently, energy-efficient communication in cellular networks has earned tremendous
attention [20]. The goals of energy-efficient communication can be categorized to maximize the
energy efficiency which is defined as the amount of delivered data per energy consumption and
minimizing the total network energy consumption while satisfying the required data rate and other
quality of service (QoS) requirements of the users [21]. While deploying small cells in the existing
macro layer, one of the major issues under consideration for ultra-dense networks is to minimize the
energy consumption of the network. The cell topology adopted under deployment of small cell plays a
key role in this respect. Concerning the small cell deployment strategy, there are two approaches to
deploying small cell base stations within the macro layer to offload the macro traffic:
•
•

A static small-base station deployment, where once deployed, the small cell base stations cannot
be moved to new locations.
A dynamic small cell base station deployment strategy, where the mobility aided small cell base
stations (aerial drones or vehicular mounted) can be moved to new locations depending on
various criteria such as high traffic load, disaster management or some mega event, to improve
the performance of the network.

Several recent works adopted the static small cell base station deployment strategy due to the
fact of its simple implementation as the base stations are fixed and the system modeling can be done
by considering the link–budget analysis at the time of deployment by network operators. Most of
the downlink parameters and inter-base station communication (termed as backhaul link) are fixed.
The performance optimization is mainly considered by optimizing the network parameters based
on the uplink measurements from the UE. However, with such static deployment, an important
problem that arises in energy-efficient cellular networks is that of meeting a set of specified SIR
targets using the minimum possible network power [22,23]. A practical policy introduced by the
3GPP specifications for achieving energy efficiency in such networks is to appropriately turn the
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small cells on/off. In the literature, several works address the small cell on/off approach to improve
energy-efficient communications in dense small cell networks. An interference-aware small cell on/off
mechanism was presented in Reference [24], where the small cells can be turned on based on the
generated interference in the network for the downlink case. By considering the dormant state of
small cells, that is, when no UE is associated to the small cell, a small cell on/off scheme was outlined
in Reference [25], where the small cell base stations sense and store the reference signal received
power (RSRP) of the neighboring base stations and UEs to determine their activation and deactivation.
To reduce the signaling involved in the on/off mechanism of small cells, the authors in Reference [26]
presented an interference contribution rate-based algorithm, resulting in a lower inter-cell interference
in the downlink. In Reference [27], a dynamic small cell on/off mechanism along with dual connectivity
was elaborated, which takes the load balancing and downlink outage probability of the users into
account while turning the small cell on or off. Additionally, the dual-connectivity-based seamless
handover procedure to transfer the UE from small cell to macro cell was discussed. Although the
abovementioned schemes can efficiently mitigate the inter-cell interference and reduce the network
energy consumption, the focus was to improve the energy efficiency in the downlink and the energy
efficiency improvement for the UE in uplink direction was not considered. In summary, a static base
station deployment proves to be simple in terms of implementation, and thus, preferred by the network
operators while initializing the network deployment. In terms of uplink power control for the UE,
the optimization of the network performance is fundamentally dependent on the uplink measurements.
Therefore, from the user’s perspective, energy consumption at the UE needs to be addressed for static
small cell deployment. In particular, the maximum transmit power limit Pmax needs to be revisited, as
it is the major contributor towards interference.
Similarly, by focusing on reduction of the downlink energy consumption, a dynamic small cell
deployment strategy can be considered, where the base station can be deployed in areas with higher
UE density to improve the service quality in the case of mega events or disaster management—that
is, in the case of network failure. By considering approaches such as stochastic geometry, several
recent works presented dynamic base station deployment schemes by considering mobile base stations
(aerial drone or vehicular mounted), which can roam in the network coverage area to address capacity
issues. In Reference [28], a game theory-based mobility control scheme for flying drone base stations
was presented, which can guide the movement of the drones in macro cell hotspots. The results
designate that the proposed scheme can efficiently optimize the spectral efficiency by minimizing
the number of drones in the network, while maintaining the safety perspectives to avoid the risk
of the collision of drones and maintain an optimal altitude. However, the focus was on downlink
performance enhancement and the issue of frequent handoffs on the UE’s end was not considered while
discussing the user association. Similarly, by considering the recovery of the network infrastructure to
sustain user communication for disaster management, the authors in Reference [29] studied the efficient
utilization of autonomous mobile base stations (aerial or vehicular) to improve network reachability
in emergency situations. A mobile base station fit mechanism was proposed which employs mobile
base stations to automatically construct new routes and assess and adaptively respond to the fitness
of pause positions, such that mobile base stations can provide links to recover the disconnected
network infrastructure based on dynamic and local interaction with the stationary macro and small
cells. In Reference [30], an extensive analysis of cell coverage, capacity, and inter-cell interference for
an aerial base station was presented. From the coverage results, the optimal altitude for an aerial
base station was reported and the coverage dependency for power transmitted by a base station was
shown. However, the focus was only on the downlink and the impact on UE association was not
considered. Due to the free movement of mobile base stations over the entire service area, UE may
frequently find different base stations available for communication, resulting in increased power
consumption due to the frequent handoffs. More importantly, the negative impact of base station
height relative to the UE discussed in Reference [31] was neglected, which presented a new and
significant theoretical discovery, i.e., the serious problem of area spectral efficiency crash. It showed
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that if the absolute height difference between base station antenna and UE antenna is larger than zero,
then the area spectral efficiency performance will continuously decrease with network densification
for an ultra-dense small cell network. Thus, the network capacity suffers from severer degradation
compared to fixed-cell topology as the drone base station flies higher. Additionally, during the travel
period, a mobile small cell is unable to provide service due to the serious channel fading, and thus,
a loss in the service time occurs, as discussed in Reference [32]. Due to the mobility of the base station,
the availability of reliable wireless backhaul links and the related resource allocation are principal
issues that should be considered while adopting the dynamic small cell base station deployment
strategy [33]. In summary, dynamic small cell base station deployment can be beneficial to reduce the
downlink energy consumption. However, with mobile base stations, the issues of base station location,
height, and mobility management will be more complex and will have a great impact on the quality of
service in future cellular networks, as these networks will have to handle a large number of UE and
their frequent handoffs due to the very dense short-footage small cells.
Conventionally, a static small cell base station deployment strategy is considered while optimizing
the UE energy consumption in the uplink direction. In terms of downlink energy efficiency, a small
cell on/off scheme can be adopted along with the static small cell base station deployment. Also,
the abovementioned downlink-centric design considerations of dynamic small cell base station
deployment can be adopted. As the focus of this work was to minimize the UE power consumption by
finding the upper bound for the transmit power of UE in the uplink direction only, we adopted the
conventional static small cell deployment strategy to model the network.
3. Network and Propagation Model
This paper considered four network configurations to analyze the Pmax in an LTE uplink. As a
reference case, the homogenous macro cell deployment was considered, assuming Pmax = 23 dBm
in the uplink direction. For the small cell uplink, a homogenous network deployment scenario with
uniformly distributed small cells was considered at first and analyzed for different Pmax limits, starting
with the current standard limit of 23 dBm. Secondly, a HetNet deployment scenario was considered
with uniformly distributed small cells within the homogenous macro cell environment mentioned
above. Thirdly, the HetNet deployment scenario with small cells deployed near the macro cell eNodeB
was considered, that is, the central area of the macro cell. Finally, the deployment scenario with small
cell deployed away from the macro cell eNodeB was considered, that is, on the macro cell edge region.
The uniform macro cell deployment and first scenario for small cell deployment are described
in the following subsection together as the only difference among them was the cell size. This is
followed by the subsections describing the three HetNet scenarios for small cell deployment separately.
A fluid model in Reference [34] was employed to conduct the analysis, and was further extended for
each network deployment, as the model was only available for a macro cell deployment scenario.
The interference offered to the central small cell was evaluated in each scenario and the power control
algorithm was optimized by selecting the optimal Pmax limit. It was obvious that the transmit power
for small cell UE must be reduced, since the cell size significantly decreased in the cases with small cells
relative to the macro cell deployment. However, the Pmax limit varied from one deployment scenario
to the other, as the location of small cells within the macro cell plays a key role in the configuration of
the network’s parameters. This is described in detail in the following subsection.
3.1. Homogenous Macro/Small Cell Deployment
This section describes the network model considered for the homogenous deployment of macro
and small cells. To determine the Pmax in small cells, which ensures the same performance when
compared to the macro cell deployment, both network deployments were analyzed with similar
conditions. In Figure 1, a homogenous distribution of both the macro and small cells is depicted. It is
important to mention here that both the macro and small cells were considered independently, that is,
the macro cells were considered first, followed by the uniformly distributed small cells. Two rings of
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3.1.1. Transmit and Receive Power
For the above described network model, the UE’s transmit power PTx in dBm is given as:
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Table 1. System and simulation parameters for each small cell deployment scenario.
Parameters

Homogenous
Macro Cells

Homogenous
Small Cells

HetNet with
Uniformly Distributed
Small Cells

HetNet with Small
Cells Deployed near
Macro Cell eNodeB

HetNet with Small
Cells Deployed near
Macro Cell Edge

Number of
interfering rings
(Ni )-cell type

2-macro

2-small

2-small, 2-macro

1-small, 2-macro

1-small, 2-macro

Number of cells

19 macro cells

19 small cells

19 macro, 19 small cells

19 macro, 7 small
cells

19 macro, 13 small
cells

Cell radius

Rmacro = 1000
m

Rsmall = 200 m

Rsmall = 200 m, Rmacro = 1000 m

UE distribution

Uniform distribution

Pathloss model

Free space model PL = 32.45 + 20log10 (r) + 20log10 (f MHz )

Antenna type
at eNodeB

Omni-directional antenna

Pathloss
compensation
factor “α” range

αmacro = 0.7, 0.8,
0.9, 1

αsmall = 0.7, 0.8,
0.9, 1

αsmall = 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1
αmacro = 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1

3.1.2. Interference
The central cell is prone to the interference offered by the cells in the two interfering rings. In each
cell, the UEs are uniformly distributed. Following the outage probability in the fluid model presented
in Reference [35], 20 UEs can be scheduled by each eNodeB with a 5% outage probability. To quantify
the system performance, the analysis was conducted by considering six positions of the UE within a
cell. The position of the UE was such that UE with a lower index was near the eNodeB, while a large
index indicated an increase in the distance between the UE and the serving eNodeB.
Let us consider UE ui (where i = 1~6 indicates the UE index) scheduled by the central cell eNodeB
x. As the frequency reuse factor of unity is assumed, the user ui suffers external interference due only
to one UE per PRB from each of the network’s cells. From Equation (3), the received power at the
eNodeB x from UE ui can be written as:
prx,ui = po .plα−1
ui ,x

(6)

where Po = 10log (po ) (Po in dBm and po in mW) is the target received power and plui ,x is the
pathloss between the UE ui and eNodeB x. By this approach, the mathematical expression for the
external interference offered by the interfering rings to the central cell eNodeB x is approximated from
Reference [34] as:
Z Rnt Z 2π
I=
ρue po plαui ,x pl−1
(7)
ui ,x rdrdθ
R

0

where ρue designates the uniform distribution function of the UE scheduled by eNodeB x. Employing a
uniform UE distribution provides a better insight to model and analyze the network as the non-uniform
distribution assumption complicates the analysis, especially when the locations of the UE and eNodeBs
are dependent. The pathloss pl can be expressed as path gain pg, where pg = 1/pl. The assumption here
is that path loss only depends on the distance between the UE and the serving eNodeB. The expression
for path gain is given as:
pgui ,x (r) = Ar−η
(8)
where η = 3.5 is the pathloss coefficient and A is a constant. Consider user t scheduled by eNodeB
y, located on the first interfering ring of cells around the central cell. The distance range of user t
from eNodeB x is r ∈ (R; 2R). As depicted in Figure 1, the user t is at a distance of 2R-r from eNodeB
y. The interference offered by the area 2πrdr around UE t is ρue po A−α (2R − r)αη Ar−η 2πrdr. Similarly,
if UE t is located in the distance range r ∈ (2R; 3R) from eNodeB x, it is at a distance r − 2R from
eNodeB y. Hence, the interference offered now by the area 2πrdr around UE t can be estimated to be
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ρue po A−α (−2R + r)αη Ar−η 2πrdr. Therefore, the generalized expression for the interference offered by
the nth interfering ring to the central cell using Equation (7) can be given as:
R 2nR
In = 2π (2n−1)R ρue po A−α (2nR − r)αη Ar−η rdr
R (2n+1)R
ρue po A−α (−2nR + r)αη Ar−η rdr
+2π 2nR

(9)

Hence, the total interference offered to the central cell from the interfering rings can be
approximated as:
XNi
IExt =
In
(10)
n=1

where Ni represents the number of interfering rings around the central cell. Ni = 2 was considered for
this work.
3.1.3. Received SIR
The received SIR for user ui can be obtained by dividing Equation (6) by Equation (10) as:
SIRrx,ui =

prx,ui
IExt

(11)

The impact of the noise and shadowing were not considered in this analysis. If the impact
of shadowing and noise need to be included, the variation can be expected as in Reference [36].
The subscript “small” and “macro” are used for parameters in all the above equations, using them for
small and macro cells, respectively.
3.1.4. Spectral Efficiency
To see the impact of variation in the Pmax limit on the system performance, the cell (or average)
spectral efficiency SE (in bps/Hz/cell) for the proposed system can be obtained using the classical
Shannon formula and Equation (11) as:
___

2
SE =
2
R − r2o

ZR
log2 (1 + SIRRx (r))rdr

(12)

ro

where, ro , 0 represents the minimum distance between a UE and its serving eNodeB. Equation (12)
can be employed for both a small and macro cell network, where ro = 5 m and 50 m are employed
for small and macro cell cases, respectively. To evaluate the spectral efficiency for a UE at a certain
distance from the serving eNodeB, Equation (12) can be rewritten as:
SE(r) = log2 (1 + SIRRx (r))

(13)

3.2. HetNet Deployment with Uniformly Distributed Small Cells
In this section, the HetNet deployment with uniformly distributed small cells within a macro cell
was considered. The deployment was considered to be a HetNet environment as the macro and small
cells co-exist. The small cells were deployed in the central macro cell, mentioned as the reference case
in Section 3.1. The central small cell was placed in the center of the macro cell and was surrounded by
a two interfering rings of small cells. Figure 2 depicts the deployment scenario. The focus was on the
small cell uplink TPC parameters, in particular the Pmax limit.
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Figure 2. HetNet scenario for uniformly distributed small cells within a macro cell.

such deployment,
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Transmit
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Power
interfering rings around the central small cell as well as the macro cell interference. It is important to
The expressions for the transmit and receive power of the macro and macro cells were taken
mention here that the impact of interference from the macro cell was considered for the macro cell
from Equation (2) and Equation (3).
containing the small cells, as well as the neighboring macro cells. The interference from the neighboring
macro
cells was expected to be lower, as the distance between the central small cell eNodeB and
3.2.2. Interference
neighboring macro cell boundary was 5R.
At first, let us consider the small cell interference offered to the central small cell. The
3.2.1.
Transmit
and Receive
Power
interference
In offered
by one
interfering ring to the central small cell eNodeB x can be given using
Equation
(9) as:
The expressions
for the transmit and receive power of the macro and macro cells were taken from
2 nR
ρ p
A −α small (2nR
(2 n −1) R ue o_small

Equations (2) and (3).

I n = 2π 

3.2.2. Interference

+2π 

(2 n +1) R
ρue po_small A −α small ( −2nR
2 nR

− r )α smallη Ar −η rdr

+ r )α smallη Ar −η rdr

(14)

At first, let us consider the small cell interference offered to the central small cell. The interference
As there are two interfering rings of small cells at a distance of 2R and 4R, therefore the total
In offered by one interfering ring to the central small cell eNodeB x can be given using Equation (9) as:
interference offered by the interfering rings of small cells to the central small cell eNodeB x can
be given using Equation (10)Rand
2nR Equation (14) as:
In = 2π (2n−1)R ρue po_small A−αsmall (2nR − r)αsmall η Ar−η rdr
(14)
R (2n+1)R
2
I small
= small
In
(15)
 n =(1−2nR
+2π
ρ p
A−α
+ r)αsmall η Ar−η rdr
2nR

ue o_small

To compute the macro cell interference, the macro cell containing small cells as well as the
As there are two interfering rings of small cells at a distance of 2R and 4R, therefore the total
neighboring macro cells were also considered. At first, the interference from the macro cell
interference offered by the interfering rings of small cells to the central small cell eNodeB x can be
containing the small cells was computed, followed by the interference from the two rings of
given using Equations (10) and (14) as:
macro cells around the central macro cell. From Figure 2, it is clear that the central small cell was
X2
in the middle of the macro cell. Consider user k scheduled
by macro cell eNodeB m, co-located with
Ismall =
In
(15)
=1 user k from eNodeB x is r ∈ (0; Rmacro) as
the central small cell eNodeB x. The distance rangenof
depicted
in Figure
2. The
offered
area 2πrdr
around
UE ask the
is
To compute
the macro
cell interference
interference, the
macrobycellthe
containing
small cells
as well

η −η
ρue _ macro po_macro
A −α macro
( Rmacro
)α macroconsidered.
Ar 2πrdr . Therefore,
expression
forthe
themacro
interference
offered
neighboring
macro
cells
were− ralso
At first, thethe
interference
from
cell containing
by the
central
macro
cell to the
central by
small
eNodeB from
x canthe
be two
given
using
Equation
as: the
the
small
cells was
computed,
followed
the cell
interference
rings
of macro
cells(7)
around
central macro cell. From Figure 2, it is clear
that the central small cell was in the middle of the macro
R
Ic _ macro = 2π  macro ρue _ macro po_macroA−αmacro rαmacroηAr−ηrdr
(16)
0 cell eNodeB m, co-located with the central small cell eNodeB
cell. Consider user k scheduled
by macro
x. The distance range of user k from eNodeB x is r ∈ (0; Rmacro ) as depicted in Figure 2. The interference
To calculate the interference offered by the interfering ring of macro cells, consider user k
offered by the area 2πrdr around UE k is ρue_macro po_macro A−αmacro (Rmacro − r)αmacro η Ar−η 2πrdr. Therefore,
scheduled by eNodeB n, located on the first interfering ring of cells around the central cell. The
distance range of user k from eNodeB x is r ∈ (Rmacro; 2 Rmacro) as depicted in Figure 2. The user k is
at a distance of 2Rmacro-r from eNodeB n. The interference offered by the area 2πrdr around UE k is

ρ ue _ macro p o_macro A −α macro (2 Rmacro − r )α macroη A r −η 2π rdr . Similarly, if UE k is located in the distance

range r ∈ (2Rmacro; 3Rmacro) from eNodeB x, it is at a distance r – 2Rmacro from eNodeB n. Hence, the
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the expression for the interference offered by the central macro cell to the central small cell eNodeB x
can be given using Equation (7) as:
Rmacro

Z
Ic_macro = 2π

ρue_macro po_macro A−αmacro rαmacro η Ar−η rdr

(16)

0

To calculate the interference offered by the interfering ring of macro cells, consider user k
scheduled by eNodeB n, located on the first interfering ring of cells around the central cell. The distance
range of user k from eNodeB x is r ∈ (Rmacro ; 2 Rmacro ) as depicted in Figure 2. The user k is
at a distance of 2Rmacro -r from eNodeB n. The interference offered by the area 2πrdr around
UE k is ρue_macro po_macro A−αmacro (2Rmacro − r)αmacro η Ar−η 2πrdr. Similarly, if UE k is located in the
distance range r ∈ (2Rmacro ; 3Rmacro ) from eNodeB x, it is at a distance r − 2Rmacro from eNodeB
n. Hence, the interference offered now by the area 2πrdr around UE k can be estimated to be
ρue_macro po_macro A−αmacro (−2Rmacro + r)αmacro η Ar−η 2πrdr. The interference offered by the nth interfering
ring of macro cells around the central small cell can be formulated from Equation (9) as:
R 2nRmacro
In = 2π (2n−1)R
ρue_macro po_macro A−αmacro (2nRmacro − r)αmacro η Ar−η rdr
macro
R (2n+1)Rmacro
+2π 2nR
ρue_macro po_macro A−αmacro (−2nRmacro + r)αmacro η Ar−η rdr

(17)

macro

Hence, the total macro cell interference offered to the central small cell can be approximated as:
Imacro = Ic_macro +

XN i
n=1

In

(18)

where Ni represents the number of macro cell interfering rings around the central small cell. Ni = 2
was considered for this section as well. The total interferences in the HetNet environment can then be
given by using Equations (15) and (18) as:
IHetNet = Imacro + Ismall

(19)

3.2.3. Received SIR
The received SIR for user ui can be obtained by dividing Equation (6) for small cells by
Equation (19) as:
prx_small,ui
SIRrx,ui =
(20)
IHetNet
3.2.4. Spectral Efficiency
To see the impact of the variation in the Pmax limit on the system performance, the spectral
efficiency for the cell average and at the specific position of the UE in the cell was computed from
Equations (12) and (13) by using the received SIR given in Equation (20).
3.3. HetNet Deployment with Small Cells near Macro Cell eNodeB
In this section, the HetNet deployment scenario with small cell deployed near macro cell eNodeB
inside a macro cell is considered. One interfering ring of small cells is considered around the central
small cell. Figure 3 depicts the deployment scenario. The central small cell is prone to interference
offered by the small cells in the interfering ring as well as the macro cell in which the small cells are
deployed. The macro cell interference is considered from the macro cell containing the small cells as
well as the neighboring macro cells.

3.3.4. Spectral Efficiency
To see the impact of the variation in the Pmax limit on the system performance, the spectral
efficiency
for 8,the
from
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Figure 3. HetNet scenario for deployment of small cells near the macro cell eNodeB.
Figure 3. HetNet scenario for deployment of small cells near the macro cell eNodeB.

3.3.1. Transmit and Receive Power
3.4. HetNet Deployment with Small Cells Near Macro Cell Edge
The expressions for transmit and receive power of macro and small cells are taken from Equations (2)
In
and (3).this section, the HetNet environment with the small cells deployed at the edge of the macro
cell was considered, as shown in Figure 4. In practice, this kind of deployment is most effective at
3.3.2. Interference
decreasing
the interference among macro cells, as the UE in the macro cell edge area associated to
the macro
cell
can be Ischeduled
by the small cells. This traffic offloading from the macro layer will
The interference
small offered by one interfering ring at a distance of 2R from the central small cell
result
in reduced
between
UE and
eNodeB
x can bedistance
given using
Equation
(9) the
as: serving eNodeB, resulting in a decrease of the transmit
power and interference of the UE, hence improving the received SIR. Furthermore, the interfering
R 2R
η
−α
−η rdr results in a decreased
ring is separated from the
central
small
cellpeNodeB
x by
of 4R,
smalla(distance
Ismall
= 2π
ρ
2R − r)αsmall
Arwhich
ue o_small A
R
R
(21)
3R
interference level offered to the central
small cell.
+2π 2R ρue po_small A−αsmall (−2R + r)αsmall η Ar−η rdr

3.4.1. The
Transmit
Power
macroand
cell Receive
interference
is similar to that considered in Section 3.2. The total HetNet interference
using
Equations
(18) for
andthe
(21)
is givenand
as:receive power of the macro and small cells were taken from
The
expressions
transmit
Equation (2) and Equation (3).

IHetNet = Imacro + Ismall

(22)

3.4.2. Interference
Compared to homogenous small cell deployment scenario, the interference is expected to be lower
as there is only one interfering ring of small cells in this case.
3.3.3. Received SIR
The received SIR for user ui can be obtained by dividing Equation (6) for small cells by
Equation (22) as:
prx_small,ui
SIRrx,ui =
(23)
IHetNet
3.3.4. Spectral Efficiency
To see the impact of the variation in the Pmax limit on the system performance, the spectral
efficiency for the cell average and at the specific position of the UE in the cell was computed from
Equations (12) and (13) using the received SIR given in Equation (23).
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3.4.1. Transmit and Receive Power
3.4.3. Received SIR
The expressions for the transmit and receive power of the macro and small cells were taken from
The received SIR for user ui can be obtained by dividing Equation (6) for small cells by Equation
Equations (2) and (3).
(25) as:
3.4.2. Interference
prx_small,ui
SIRrx,ui =
(26)
The interference Ismall offered by one interfering Iring
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R 4R
3.4.4. Spectral Efficiency
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4. Performance Evaluation
IHetNet = Imacro + Ismall
(25)

This section presents the analysis of Pmax for both macro and small cell deployments using
3.4.3. Received SIR
OL/TPC. The performance of the system was quantified using the interference generated in the
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as:
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prx_small,ui
uniformly distributed small cells withinSIR
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rx,ui = cell, small cells near the macro cell eNodeB, and
small cells on the cell edge within a macro cell. Let usIHetNet
consider each deployment scenario one by one.
4.1. Homogenous Macro/Small Cell Deployment
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3.4.4. Spectral Efficiency
To see the impact of the variation in the Pmax limit on the system performance, the spectral
efficiency for the cell average and at the specific position of the UE in the cell was computed from
Equations (12) and (13) using the received SIR given in Equation (26).
4. Performance Evaluation
This section presents the analysis of Pmax for both macro and small cell deployments using
OL/TPC. The performance of the system was quantified using the interference generated in the network
and the received SIR level at the serving eNodeB. The analysis started with the uniform distribution of
macro/small cells followed by the HetNet deployment scenarios which were uniformly distributed
small cells within a macro cell, small cells near the macro cell eNodeB, and small cells on the cell edge
within a macro cell. Let us consider each deployment scenario one by one.
4.1.
Homogenous
Cell Deployment
Electronics
2019, 8, xMacro/Small
FOR PEER REVIEW
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Firstly, the uniform macro cell deployment was considered as the reference case. The Pmax limit
Firstly, the uniform macro cell deployment was considered as the reference case. The Pmax limit
was set to be 23 dBm. The Po value for both macro and small cells was computed using Equation (2).
was set to be 23 dBm. The Po value for both macro and small cells was computed using Equation (2).
The pathloss compensation factor αmacro for the macro cell varied from 0.7 to 1, and the received SIR
The pathloss compensation factor αmacro for the macro cell varied from 0.7 to 1, and the received SIR
was obtained using Equation (11), as presented in Figure 5. The trend with an increase in αmacro can
was obtained using Equation (11), as presented in Figure 5. The trend with an increase in αmacro can
be observed clearly for the UE near the eNodeB (i.e., UE with the index 1), where the received SIR
be observed clearly for the UE near the eNodeB (i.e., UE with the index 1), where the received SIR
decreased from 10.7 dB to 4.2 dB. Meanwhile, for the UE near the cell edge (i.e., UE with the index 6),
decreased from 10.7 dB to 4.2 dB. Meanwhile, for the UE near the cell edge (i.e., UE with the index
the SIR improved from 3.2 dB to 4.2 dB. For lower value of αmacro , the UE near the eNodeB had better
6), the SIR improved from 3.2 dB to 4.2 dB. For lower value of αmacro, the UE near the eNodeB had
SIR, while the cell edge UE suffered from degradation in the SIR and vice versa. This is one of the key
better SIR, while the cell edge UE suffered from degradation in the SIR and vice versa. This is one of
objectives, to use the FPC to improve the average cell performance at the cost of the degradation in
the key objectives, to use the FPC to improve the average cell performance at the cost of the
the cell edge UE’s performance. On the other hand, the convergence of all SIR values for αmacro = 1
degradation in the cell edge UE’s performance. On the other hand, the convergence of all SIR values
specifies the advantages of full pathloss compensation, where all users have the same SIR regardless of
for αmacro = 1 specifies the advantages of full pathloss compensation, where all users have the same
their position in the cell.
SIR regardless of their position in the cell.

Figure
in the homogenous macro cell deployment.
macro
Figure5.5.SIR
SIRasasaafunction
functionofofαα
macro in the homogenous macro cell deployment.

The coverage of a base station is defined as the area where the received SIR by the UE reaches a
The coverage of a base station is defined as the area where the received SIR by the UE reaches a
certain value for a given outage probability. The generic impact of shadowing and fading on outage
certain value for a given outage probability. The generic impact of shadowing and fading on outage
probability for the macro cell users with a pathloss coefficient η = 3.5 was studied by following the
probability for the macro cell users with a pathloss coefficient η = 3.5 was studied by following the
recommendations in Reference [35], as this was not the focus of our work. To see the impact of
shadowing and fading on the system performance, the outage probability for the system using a fluid
model is depicted in Figure 6. The outage probability was plotted as a function of received SIR at the
cell edge UE in the case of the macro cell only i-e at r = Rmacro. Figure 6 shows that without shadowing
and fading, the received SIR of the cell edge UE reaches −3 dB. As there was no random variation in
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recommendations in Reference [35], as this was not the focus of our work. To see the impact of
shadowing and fading on the system performance, the outage probability for the system using a fluid
model is depicted in Figure 6. The outage probability was plotted as a function of received SIR at the
cell edge UE in the case of the macro cell only i-e at r = Rmacro . Figure 6 shows that without shadowing
and fading, the received SIR of the cell edge UE reaches −3 dB. As there was no random variation in the
signal propagation, this value was deterministic, that is, the outage was 0% up to −3 dB and 100% for
higher values of received SIR. In presence of shadowing (σ = 3 dB) only, the received SIR reached −9 dB
with an outage probability of 10%. However, when the impact of fading was also considered along with
the shadowing, the received SIR reached only −15 dB for the same outage probability. As the received
SIR highly depends on the position and number of the UE in the cell and the environment, that is,
the shadowing, power control parameters, cell dimensions, and the type of environment (e.g., urban or
rural), such results are helpful for the network operators while admitting or rejecting new connections
according to the specific environment for the new entering UE. As in this work our focus was to find the
upper bound for the transmit power Pmax for the UE rather than the actual transmit power, therefore,
Electronics 2019, 8, x FOR PEER REVIEW
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the impact of shadowing and fading was not taken into consideration. However, the analysis of the
impact of shadowing and fading on the system performance while setting the actual uplink transmit
performance while setting the actual uplink transmit power for the small cell uplink will be
power for the small cell uplink will be considered in detail in our future work.
considered in detail in our future work.
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Secondly, a uniform small cell deployment was considered by adopting similar conditions as
Secondly, a uniform small cell deployment was considered by adopting similar conditions as in
in the macro cell case. The cell size reduction resulted in an increase in the interference level, as the
the macro cell case. The cell size reduction resulted in an increase in the interference level, as the
interfering UE come closer to each other. It can be seen in Figure 7 that the performance for all UE
interfering UE come closer to each other. It can be seen in Figure 7 that the performance for all UE
was degraded compared to Figure 5. This indicates that the network interference was more dominant.
was degraded compared to Figure 5. This indicates that the network interference was more
For lower value of αsmall , the UE near the eNodeB could not achieve enough SIR gain while the cell
dominant. For lower value of αsmall, the UE near the eNodeB could not achieve enough SIR gain while
edge UE suffered from a significant degradation in the SIR. Therefore, it was proposed not to employ
the cell edge UE suffered from a significant degradation in the SIR. Therefore, it was proposed not to
the FPC, but the full pathloss compensation in the small cell environment instead [25].
employ the FPC, but the full pathloss compensation in the small cell environment instead [25].
To see the impact of Pmax on the interference generation, Equation (10) was plotted in Figure 8
for both macro and small cell cases. For the small cell case, Pmax = 23 dBm resulted in a very significant
increase in interference compared to the macro cell case. The target was to find the Pmax limit which
resulted in almost similar received SIR performance as compared to the uniform macro cell
deployment with Pmax = 23 dBm. The maximum transmit power for the small cell was varied so that
the same interference level as the macro cell could be achieved. Figure 8 shows that a decrease in Pmax
resulted in a decrease in the interference. At Pmax = 18 dBm, the received SIR for the small cell was
almost similar to that achieved in the macro cell case, as depicted in Figure 9. This justifies our
intention of reconsidering the Pmax for the small cell case and not adopting the same value as that
adopted in the macro cell case.
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To see the impact of Pmax on the interference generation, Equation (10) was plotted in Figure 8 for
both macro and small cell cases. For the small cell case, Pmax = 23 dBm resulted in a very significant
increase in interference compared to the macro cell case. The target was to find the Pmax limit which
resulted in almost similar received SIR performance as compared to the uniform macro cell deployment
with Pmax = 23 dBm. The maximum transmit power for the small cell was varied so that the same
interference level as the macro cell could be achieved. Figure 8 shows that a decrease in Pmax resulted
in a decrease in the interference. At Pmax = 18 dBm, the received SIR for the small cell was almost
similar to that achieved in the macro cell case, as depicted in Figure 9. This justifies our intention of
reconsidering the Pmax for the small cell case and not adopting the same value as that adopted in the
Figure 7. SIR as a function of αsmall in the homogenous small cell deployment.
macro cell case.

Figure 8. Interference comparison as a function of Pmax in the uniform macro and small cell
deployments.

Also, it is interesting to note from comparing Figure 5 and Figure 9 that with the FPC, the SIR
performance in the case of small cells with Pmax = 18 dBm showed a similar pattern with that in the
macro cell case in Figure 5, which suggests that the FPC can be adopted in small cells as well. A
comparison between Figure 7 and Figure 9 clearly supports our argument that the FPC mode with
Pmax = 18 dBm showed much better performance than the case in which Pmax = 23 dBm, where the cell
edge as well as the cell average received SIR showed a clear difference in performance.

Figure 8. Interference comparison as a function of Pmax in the uniform macro and small cell deployments.
Figure 8. Interference comparison as a function of Pmax in the uniform macro and small cell
deployments.

Also, it is interesting to note from comparing Figure 5 and Figure 9 that with the FPC, the SIR
performance in the case of small cells with Pmax = 18 dBm showed a similar pattern with that in the
macro cell case in Figure 5, which suggests that the FPC can be adopted in small cells as well. A
comparison between Figure 7 and Figure 9 clearly supports our argument that the FPC mode with
Pmax = 18 dBm showed much better performance than the case in which Pmax = 23 dBm, where the cell
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center. The average spectral efficiency showed a slight decrease as the αsmall value approached from
0 to 1. From this trend, we can infer that the FPC mode can be adopted in small cells with a slight
trade-off between the cell-average and cell-edge UE performance. The above analysis suggests that for
the case with the small cells, the Pmax level must be kept to 18 dBm instead of 23 dBm, and the FPC
mode can be employed instead of the full compensation mode since it shows a significant improvement
in the network performance.

where the cell edge user performance can be improved at the cost of a decrease in performance for
users near the cell center. The average spectral efficiency showed a slight decrease as the αsmall value
approached from 0 to 1. From this trend, we can infer that the FPC mode can be adopted in small
cells with a slight trade-off between the cell-average and cell-edge UE performance. The above
analysis suggests that for the case with the small cells, the Pmax level must be kept to 18 dBm instead
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of 23 dBm, and the FPC mode can be employed instead of the full compensation mode since it shows
a significant improvement in the network performance.

Figure 10. Spectral efficiency for small cells as a function of distance and αsmall in homogenous small
cell deployment.

4.2. HetNet Deployment with Uniformly Distributed Small Cells
In this section, the performance analysis for the first HetNet deployment scenario is presented.
Uniform macro/small cell deployments in above section were considered as reference cases. From
Figure 2, it is clear that there were two interfering rings of small cells around the central small cell.
The Pmax limit was varied for the small cell uplink from 16 dBm to 23 dBm. The target was to find the
Pmax value which resulted in the same SIR value as compared to the uniform macro cell deployment
with Pmax = 23 dBm and uniform small cell deployment with Pmax = 18 dBm.
To see the result of interference offered to the central small cell from the interfering rings as well
as the macro cells, Equation (19) was plotted in Figure 11. It can be observed that the interference was
slightly increased as compared to Figure 8 due to the addition of macro cell interference. However,
the interference from the small cells was dominant as compared to the macro cell interference. The macro
cell interference was lower, as the major interference was only from the macro cell containing the
small cells. The neighboring macro cells were at 5R from the central small cell eNodeB; therefore,
their interference had a minor impact on the central small cell. In Figure 11, it can be clearly seen
that for small cells, Pmax = 17.48 dBm corresponded to the same interference level as compared to
the reference cases with Pmax = 23 dBm and Pmax = 18 dBm in uniformly distributed macro and
homogenous small cell deployments, respectively.
To see the impact of increased interference and decreased Pmax value, received SIR was obtained
in Figure 12 using Equation (20). The trend with an increase in αsmall can be observed clearly for
the UE near eNodeB (i.e., UE with the index 1); the received SIR decreased from 10.53 dB to 4.5 dB.
Compared to Figure 5, the received SIR showed a loss of 0.17 dB and a gain of 0.3 dB for αsmall = 0.7
and αsmall = 1, respectively.

However, the interference from the small cells was dominant as compared to the macro cell
interference. The macro cell interference was lower, as the major interference was only from the
macro cell containing the small cells. The neighboring macro cells were at 5R from the central small
cell eNodeB; therefore, their interference had a minor impact on the central small cell. In Figure 11,
it can be clearly seen that for small cells, Pmax = 17.48 dBm corresponded to the same interference level
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as compared to the reference cases with Pmax = 23 dBm and Pmax = 18 dBm in uniformly distributed
macro and homogenous small cell deployments, respectively.
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Similarly, compared to Figure 9, the received SIR loss was 0.03 dB and 0.15 dB for αsmall = 0.7 and
Similarly, compared to Figure 9, the received SIR loss was 0.03 dB and 0.15 dB for αsmall = 0.7 and
αsmall = 1, respectively. Meanwhile, for the UE near the cell edge (i.e., UE with the index 6), the received
αsmall = 1, respectively. Meanwhile, for the UE near the cell edge (i.e., UE with the index 6), the received
SIR improved from 3.15 dB to 4.5 dB. The received SIR compared to Figure 5 showed a loss of 0.05 dB
SIR improved from 3.15 dB to 4.5 dB. The received SIR compared to Figure 5 showed a loss of 0.05
and a gain of 0.3 dB, for αsmall = 0.7 and αsmall = 1, respectively. While the loss compared to Figure 9
dB and a gain of 0.3 dB, for αsmall = 0.7 and αsmall = 1, respectively. While the loss compared to Figure 9
was 0.05 dB and 0.15 dB. Like the previous section, the lower value of αsmall resulted in a better SIR for
was 0.05 dB and 0.15 dB. Like the previous section, the lower value of αsmall resulted in a better SIR
the UE near the eNodeB, while the UE near the cell edge suffered from degradation in received SIR and
for the UE near the eNodeB, while the UE near the cell edge suffered from degradation in received
vice versa. Also, the results support our argument of adopting FPC instead of full compensation in the
SIR and vice versa. Also, the results support our argument of adopting FPC instead of full
small cell uplink in a HetNet environment with a reduced Pmax value, as the comparison of Figure 7
compensation in the small cell uplink in a HetNet environment with a reduced Pmax value, as the
comparison of Figure 7 with Figure 12 showed a clear gain in received SIR by adopting FPC. This
trend can be validated further by comparing the spectral efficiency in Figure 10 with Figure 13, where
the reduced Pmax value in small cells had a negligible impact on the small cell UE’s performance.

αsmall = 1, respectively. Meanwhile, for the UE near the cell edge (i.e., UE with the index 6), the received
SIR improved from 3.15 dB to 4.5 dB. The received SIR compared to Figure 5 showed a loss of 0.05
dB and a gain of 0.3 dB, for αsmall = 0.7 and αsmall = 1, respectively. While the loss compared to Figure 9
was 0.05 dB and 0.15 dB. Like the previous section, the lower value of αsmall resulted in a better SIR
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for the UE
SIR and vice versa. Also, the results support our argument of adopting FPC instead of full
compensation in the small cell uplink in a HetNet environment with a reduced Pmax value, as the
with Figure 12 showed a clear gain in received SIR by adopting FPC. This trend can be validated
comparison of Figure 7 with Figure 12 showed a clear gain in received SIR by adopting FPC. This
further by comparing the spectral efficiency in Figure 10 with Figure 13, where the reduced Pmax value
trend can be validated further by comparing the spectral efficiency in Figure 10 with Figure 13, where
in small cells had a negligible impact on the small cell UE’s performance.
the reduced Pmax value in small cells had a negligible impact on the small cell UE’s performance.

Figure 13. Spectral efficiency for the small cell as a function of distance and αsmall in the HetNet
deployment with uniformly distributed small cells.

4.3. HetNet Deployment with Small Cells near the Macro Cell eNodeB
In this section, the performance analysis for the second HetNet deployment scenario is presented.
The uniform macro/small cell deployment described in Section 4.1 was considered as the reference
case. Figure 3 shows that there was only one interfering ring of small cells around the central small
cell. The Pmax value varied for the small cell uplink from 16 dBm to 23 dBm.
To see the results of the interference offered to the central small cell from the interfering ring as
well as the macro cell, Equation (22) was plotted in Figure 14. It is observed that due to the absence
of one interfering ring as compared to the previous scenario, the interference offered to the central
small cell decreased. This was because the second interfering ring, which was at a distance of 4R from
the central cell eNodeB, was not present. The macro cell interference was present, but the dominant
interference was the one offered by the first interfering ring of small cells. By comparing Figures 8
and 14, it can be observed that the interference level decreased by 0.9 dB on average. Due to the
decrease in interference, the transmit power in the small cells could be increased. In Figure 14, it can
clearly be seen that for the small cells, Pmax = 18.03 dBm corresponded to the same interference level
as compared to the reference cases with Pmax = 23 dBm and Pmax = 18 dBm in uniformly distributed
macro and homogenous small cell deployments, respectively.

αsmall = 0.7 and αsmall = 1, respectively. Meanwhile, for the UE near the cell edge (i.e., UE with the index
6), the received SIR improved from 3.3 dB to 4.8 dB. The received SIR gains as compared to Figure 5
were 0.1 dB and 0.6 dB, while the gains compared to Figure 9 were 0.2 dB and 0.15 dB. A slight gain
in the spectral efficiency can be observed with the increased Pmax value for the HetNet deployment
by comparing Figure 16 with Figures 10 and 13. This gain was attributed to the fact that the received
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SIR2019,
was8,improved
due to the lowered interference level, as only one interfering ring of the small cells
was present in this deployment scenario.

Figure 14. Interference comparison as a function of Pmax in the uniform macro cell and
HetNet deployments.

To see the results of the decreased interference and increased Pmax value, received SIR was
obtained in Figure 15 using Equation (23). The trend with an increase in αsmall can be observed clearly
for the UE near the eNodeB (i.e., UE with the index 1); the received SIR decreased from 10.75 dB to 4.8
dB. Compared to Figure 5, the received SIR gain was 0.05 dB and 0.6 dB for αsmall = 0.7 and αsmall = 1,
respectively. Similarly, compared to Figure 9, the received SIR gain was 0.19 dB and 0.15 dB for αsmall
= 0.7 and αsmall = 1, respectively. Meanwhile, for the UE near the cell edge (i.e., UE with the index
6), the received SIR improved from 3.3 dB to 4.8 dB. The received SIR gains as compared to Figure 5
were 0.1 dB and 0.6 dB, while the gains compared to Figure 9 were 0.2 dB and 0.15 dB. A slight gain in
the spectral
efficiency can be observed with the increased Pmax value for the HetNet deployment
by
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Figure 15. SIR as a function of αsmall in the HetNet deployment.
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As expected earlier, such a HetNet deployment with Pmax = 21.29 dBm offers advantages in terms
of received SIR by adopting FPC instead of full compensation. The further optimization of the Pmax
value by considering various energy efficient deployment strategies such as small cell on/off, nonuniform, and mobile small cell deployment in the macro cell, and other cell-specific features will be
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The impact of increased Pmax and decreased interference was observed by plotting the received
SIR in Figure 18 using Equation (26). The trend with an increase in αsmall can clearly be observed for
the UE near the eNodeB (i.e., UE with the index 1); the received SIR decreased from 11.71 dB to 5.4
dB. Compared to Figure 5, the received SIR gain was 1.01 dB and 1.2 dB for αsmall = 0.7 and αsmall
= 1, respectively. Similarly, compared to Figure 9, the received SIR gain was 1.21 dB and 0.8 dB for
αsmall = 0.7 and αsmall = 1, respectively. Meanwhile, for the UE near the cell edge (i.e., UE with the
index 6), the received SIR improved from 3.7 dB to 5.4 dB. The received SIR gains as compared to
Figure 5 were 0.5 dB and 1.2 dB, while the gain compared to Figure 9 were 0.6 dB and 0.8 dB. The results
for the spectral efficiency presented in Figure 19 further validate our argument, where a significant
gain in the system performance can be observed by revisiting the Pmax limit. This HetNet deployment
scenario shows significant gain in system performance, as the interfering ring of the small cell was far
away from the central small cell, and the increased Pmax value resulted in higher received SIR for all
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Table 2. Pmax limit for various network deployments.
Table 2. Pmax limit for various network deployments.

Deployment Scenario
Deployment Scenario
Homogenous small cell deployment
Homogenous small cell deployment
HetNet deployment with uniformly distributed small cells
HetNet deployment with uniformly distributed small cells

Pmax
Pmax
18 dBm
18 dBm
17.48 dBm
17.48 dBm
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Table 2. Pmax limit for various network deployments.
Deployment Scenario

Pmax

Homogenous small cell deployment
HetNet deployment with uniformly distributed small cells
HetNet deployment with small cells near the macro cell eNodeB
HetNet deployment with small cells near the macro cell edge

18 dBm
17.48 dBm
18.03 dBm
21.29 dBm

As expected earlier, such a HetNet deployment with Pmax = 21.29 dBm offers advantages in
terms of received SIR by adopting FPC instead of full compensation. The further optimization of the
Pmax value by considering various energy efficient deployment strategies such as small cell on/off,
non-uniform, and mobile small cell deployment in the macro cell, and other cell-specific features will
be continued in future work.
5. Conclusions
In this paper, the maximum transmit power Pmax for a small cell uplink was investigated for
OL/TPC in various deployment scenarios. We showed that, to achieve better network performance,
Pmax = 18 dBm is the appropriate choice in a uniform small cell deployment, which provides room for
FPC operation to compensate for the pathloss. Furthermore, the HetNet environment was investigated
with the three most efficient small cell deployments within the existing macro layer. For the HetNet
environment, we observed a deviation of Pmax from 18 dBm by −0.52 dBm in the first, +0.03 dBm
in the second, and +3.29 dBm in the third HetNet deployment due to the variations in interference.
However, significant SIR gain was achieved with an increase in Pmax for the HetNet deployment as
compared to the uniform small cell deployment. Use of FPC mode for the HetNet environment was
also validated by our analysis. Further research will be conducted to consider the joint optimization
of OL and CL/TPC schemes by employing system-level simulations, along with downlink energy
efficiency enhancement schemes and event-specific HetNet deployment.
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